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Stripper Harvested Cotton Variety Test 

G. D. Massey, R. Rauschkolb and M. Machado 

Stripper harvesting of cotton is being investigated in Arizona to study 
problems and possibilities of using this harvesting procedure. A replicated 
stripper variety test was grown on the Marana farm to determine yields, gin 
turnout, fiber properties, trash content and field losses for seven varieties 
or lines including adapted Arizona varieties (Deltapine 5540 and Hopicala), 
stripper varieties (Lockett 4789, Northern Star 4-11 and Paymaster 101 A) 
and U of A experimental lines 6020, an acala type, and 6010, a semi-stripper 
type with acala percentage. 

Cultural practices 

A pre-plant irrigation was made in February and the test was planted 
on 40-inch rows in moist soil l1arch 31, 1965. Forty-two Ibs. of nitrogen 
per acre had been applied at plow dm~n and 50 lbs. of N/A were applied in 
the irrigation water in July. The cotton was cultivated twice and d~uron 
was applied at 1-1/2 lbs. per acre at lay-by. Only 2 post-planting irriga
tions were applied to the crop (June 23, July 29). 

The stripper harvest was first attempted in mid-October after desicca
tion of the cotton ~lith arsenic acid at 1-1/2 qt. per acre. The cotton was 
too green and harvest was delayed until early November. TWo rows of each 
4-roW' plot were harvested for yield. Trash content, gin turnout and fiber 
properties were also determined. Field losses and machine efficiency for 
each variety were obtained from the other 2 rows later in the season. 

Because of the December rains the cotton was not stripped until Jan. 11, 
1966. This late harvest data showed the amount of Stormproof resistance for 
each variety or line. Field losses were determined before harvest. Machine 
efficiency did not include natural ground losses. 
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Table 1. Lint yields, gin turnout, trash percent, ground loss and machine 
efficiency percent for seven varieties harvested with a stripper 
harvesting machine. 

Yield Gin Ground* Machine"'~ 
Variety lint Lint Trash Turnout Loss Efficiency 

per acre 

Lbs. % ,. ,. % ,. 
Deltapine 5540 1379a** 39.9a 43.8 22.4 2.2 97.0 

Hopica1a 1227ab 38.0 be 39.0 23.1 19.8 95.8 

Northern Star 4-11 1140 be 37.0 cd 38.3 22.8 3.4 98.8 

Experimental 6020 1086 be 38.4 b 39.7 23.5 13.8 96.0 

Experimental 6010 1021 be 37.8 bed 41.0 22.l, 3.2 98.4 

Paymaster 101 A 1009 be 38.1 be 40.2 22.8 2.1 97.1 

Lockett 4789 977 e 36.7 d 36.9 23.2 2.3 97.6 

* These data were recorded on January 11, 1966. 

** Means within a column sharing the same letter are not significantly 
different. 

Results 

Deltapine 5540 and Hopicala were the highest yielding varieties in this 
test. Deltapine 5540 had a significantly higher lint percentage than other 
varieties. Trash content varied between varieties with Deltapine 5540 having 
the highest trash content while Lockett 478~ had the lowest trash percentage. 
Gin turnout was approximately the same for each variety. The ground loss 
data taken in January were low except for Hopicala and 6020; both lost a 
high percentage of cotton on the ground due to adverse weather conditions. 
It is extremely desirable to harvest these varieties as soon as possible to 
eliminate ground losses. 

Machine efficiency did not vary betveen varieties and in this test the 
stripper was able to strip Arizona adapted varieties and lines as well as 
stripper types. The harvesting machine for stripping (Hesston) has been 
changed since last year and in comparison with last year's data improvement 
is noticed in machine efficiency. 

One problem with this type of harvest was in getting cotton plants 
(leaves, stems, and green bolls) dry enough to strip. Defoliation followed 
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by desiccation would be desirable but increases the costs. For this test 
the desiccation, although excellent, was not complete enough to dry the 
plant and a later harvest was necessary. 

A freeze is the best means of drying up the plant and opening the bolls 
However, when no freeze occurs until late December it is imperative to de
foliate and chemically dry the plant if early harvest is desired. Early 
harvest would be desirable for the non-stormproof varieties to prevent high 
ground losses. 

Hopicala and 6020 had the longest length and highest strength measure
ments (Table 2). The micronaire reading for these varieties showed that 
6010 had the coarsest fiber in the test while Deltapine 5540 had the finest 
fiber; however, none of the seven varieties would be penalized for micron
aire readings. 

Table 2. Length, strength and fineness for seven varieties or lines in the 
stripper harvest test, Marana. 1965. 

Variety Length Strength Micronaire 
UIIM Pressley 

Deltapine 5540 1.00 cd"'~ 3.17 bc 4.16 b 

Hopicala 1.07a 3.70a 4.43ab 

Northern Star 4-11 .99 d 3.07 e 4.33 b 

Experimental 6020 1.05ab 3.74a 4.31 b 

Experimental 6010 1.02 bed 3.24 b 4.76a 

Paymaster 101 A .93 e 3.15 be 4.74a 

Lockett 4789 1.03 be 3.13 be 4.41ab 

* lleans within a column sharing the same letter are not significantly 
different. 

Summary 

The Arizona adapted varieties Deltapine 5540 and Hopicala, were highest 
in yield while stripper varieties were lowest in yield. Considering the 
number of irrigations and fertilizer rate the yields were excellent and from 
an economical standpoint growing costs were low. There was no problem in 
stripping either variety type (stripper or non-stripper). The best adapted 
variety for each area should be grown even if stripping is desired. 
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The fiber data indicated that the Acala types were superior to the 
stripper types in both staple length and strength. Micronaire [or all 
varieties was desirable and no penalty would be placed on any variety. 

Most of the problems observed last year have been partially or com
pletely rectified. The use of a stripper harvesting machine or spindle 
picker becomes an economic decision rather than a IIhcw to do it" problem of 
the past. 

Time in Hotion and Pickin.e; Efficiency 
Studies on Stripper Harvesters 

lIarshall lIachado 

Unsatisfactory plant preparation before frost hindt:red stripper har
vesting in 1965. A self-propelled model stripper and a tractor-mounted 
stripper were both observed. Time studies and harvest-1o&s checks ",,'ere 
made only on the self-propelled model 50 stripper. 

The time studies ~lere made in the IIarana area on November 9 and 
November 16. A time study after frost was made near Maricopa on January 8, 
1966. A summary of the results of the time studies appears belo'l. 

TEST 1 TEST 2 TEST 3" 
(after frost) 

Total Picking Time 63.0% 65.5% 71.5% 

Non-Picking Travel Time 12.5% 8.17. 1" .1% 
(turning, travel to and from trailer) 

Dumping Load 5.~1o 2.1% 4.9% 

Plugging 17.2% 18.47. 4.2% 
(due to green leaves, rocks, etc.) 

Delays for Adjustments 2.37. 5.9% 5.3'70 

Stripping Speed 3.32 1l.P.1I. 2.40 M.P.H. 2.59 H.P.H. 

Theoretical Capacity 2.55 ac/hr 1.85 ac/hr 1.99 ac/hr 

Actual Capacity 1.61 ac/hr 1.21 ac/hr 1.42 ac/hr 

* Times were adjusted for plugging due to stumps 
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